DESK ACCESSORIES

Glass Ink Pen

This hand-made glass ink pen was originated by the French many
years ago. Each pen point is hand-ground to assure smooth writing.
The point holds the dipped ink by capillary attraction. A gift of distinction. Pen is 71/2"L. Glass pen rest and a bottle of common ink are
included. Gift boxed.
AU08802 ............................................................................$24.95
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Beechwood Caddy

A fixture that holds almost everything on a desk or kitchen counter;
letters, notes, pencils, silverware, napkins, small tools, etc. Beautifully constructed and finished beechwood decorated with a solid wood
apple. The four compartment unit will give years of use. Measures
91/2"L x 61/4"W x 91/4"H.
AU10659 ..............................................................................$27.95

Marble Apple
Clock

Pewter Pen and Letter Opener Set

The clock is embedded in
a red marble apple with
molded brass stem and
leaf blending with the
clock. The time piece has
a quartz movement;
includes battery. Measures
31/2"H x 23/4"W. Gift
boxed.
AU10507R .... $34.95

A handcrafted leaf design of molded pewter offer these desk accessories lasting elegance. The pen accommodates standard Cross refills.
Pen, 51/2"L. Letter opener, 61/2"L. Gift boxed.
AU10305 ................................................................................$24.95

Bookmarks

An elegant (embossed) bright gold plated
heart with pouch. Measures 11/2". Beautifully crafted antique finished bookmarks.
The globe with books and apple creates
the classroom theme. The school house
is precisely detailed.
AU04109 Heart w/Pouch..............$4.95
AU08770 Classroom Theme ........$3.50
AU08774 School House ..............$3.50

Feather Pen

The perfect functional
gift for one who needs a
handy but attractive pen.
Antiqued silver pen
measures 91/2"H. Accepts
a standard refill. Gift
boxed.
AU07124............$14.95

Graduation
Pen/Tac Pin

Unique gifts to commemorate this once in a
lifetime occasion. The
pen is laser cut black
and gold with an enamel cap. The tac pin is
hand painted enamel
with 18kt. gold finish.
Gift boxed.
AU10530 Pen ......$4.50
AU10532 Tac Pin $2.50

Special Teacher Letter Opener

Gold plated 6" letter opener with a dimensional
apple engraved with “special teacher”. Gift boxed.
AU04310 ......................................................$15.95

Hand Spun Apple

Frosted hand spun red apple
with clear green glass stem
and leaf is resting on a
round mirror base. Apple
measures 21/8"H x 25/8"W.
Boxed.
AU26316 ...........$7.95

Telescoping Back Scratcher

“Sometimes if you don’t scratch your own back—who will?” Like a
pocket pen. Extends from 6" to 26". All metal.
AU65560 ......................................................................................$5.95
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